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Abstract—To further innovate English teaching reform and promote the
optimization and development of intelligent and innovative English teaching
resources, an intelligent educational robot has been developed based on the
current vigorous development of artificial intelligence educational robot
technology. In addition, a set of educational robot assisted teaching curriculum
resources is designed based on the robot, which is applied in primary school
English teaching practice, and has achieved good application effect. The
research shows that the robot can complete the functions of English vocabulary
teaching, role play and free dialogue, and can further improve students'
attention and initiative in classroom practice. The results of the questionnaire
survey show that the teaching curriculum based on educational robot has higher
scores in the completion of teaching objectives, the design of teaching content,
the fluency of teaching links and the innovation of teaching process, which is
superior to the traditional English teaching. This exploration provides important
case data and theoretical basis for primary school English teaching reform, and
it is of great significance to further innovate educational resources and promote
teaching reform.
Keywords—Artificial intelligence; educational robot; English teaching

1

Introduction

The popularity of Internet and artificial intelligence (AI) technology promotes the
intelligent and resource-based development trend in various industries. In this era, the
education industry has undergone new changes and development [1]. In the teaching
of various subjects, intelligent technology and equipment are widely used in teaching
practice, and a good teaching effect is achieved [2]. In the practice of English
teaching, it is found that word memory and oral expression are often the two major
problems that restrict students' learning in English, which directly affect students'
English performance and oral expression ability [3]. In addition, most of the lower
grade students are lack of attention and learning initiative, which directly affect the
students' attitude and learning effect in class. Relevant studies show that the
introduction of AI technology into English teaching can not only improve students'
interest in English learning, but also deepen students' memory, enrich their sense of
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context, and improve their English application ability [4]. In the present stage of
English teaching, multimedia courseware, educational robot and other intelligent
equipment are often used to assist learning. Among them, the research of intelligent
educational robot assisted teaching is less popular due to the limitation of technical
level, which is a less studied field in the field of English teaching.
At present, with the rapid development of China's intelligent robot industry, robots
are used in all walks of life to replace humans to carry out some relatively dangerous
and repetitive work, mainly engaged in rescue, guidance, service and other work [5].
In the field of education, the robot also plays a very important role. The educational
robot is a kind of intelligent tool to assist learning developed for the education field.
The use of intelligent educational robot can cultivate students' creativity, analysis
ability and imagination ability [6]. The educational robot can fully mobilize the
initiative of students. It has the characteristics of openness, intelligence and good
human-computer interaction, which often plays a very prominent role in the teaching
activities of lower grade students. In the process of teaching practice, the educational
robot can act as a teaching assistant to assist teachers in curriculum demonstration and
other related activities, which can greatly improve students' attention and
concentration. At the same time, the educational robot can be also used as the
student's educational companion, so that learners can learn in the interaction with the
robot after class, which fully embodies the idea of edutainment [7].
The educational robot is introduced into English teaching in the middle school. A
set of intelligent educational resources based on educational robot is designed. With
NAO robot as the development platform, the educational robot realizes the functions
of vocabulary teaching, role play and free dialogue. Based on this educational robot,
the intelligent curriculum of robot teaching is designed. In the course, the relevant
functions of the educational robot are fully used to complete many teaching activities,
such as classroom interaction, group discussion, and knowledge carding. In order to
further verify the effect of robot assisted teaching, a questionnaire survey is conducted
on teachers and students in the school. The results show that most of the respondents
believe that robot assisted teaching has a good effect on improving students'
enthusiasm and classroom effect. This exploration provides important technical
support and case analysis for the follow-up robot assisted teaching research, which is
of great significance to the follow-up English teaching related research.

2

Method

2.1

Design requirements of educational robot

Primary school students have poor self-control ability and low learning initiative,
but they have strong curiosity and strong desire to learn new things. When robots are
used in English teaching, it is necessary to consider the relevant teaching
characteristics. Based on the characteristics of primary school English teaching, the
intelligent robot can be used in daily teaching and after-school practice. In daily
teaching, educational robot can help teachers to teach English vocabulary and other
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related courses. After class, the educational robot can also act as a learning
companion. It requires that the educational robot must have the functions of
vocabulary practice, role play and intelligent dialogue. In addition, the robot also
needs to achieve independent walking, fluent dialogue and other functions to further
attract students' attention.
2.2

Design of educational robot system

Figure 1 shows the system structure of the educational robot designed. Among
them, the NAO educational robot system is a robot operating system developed based
on the NAO robot platform, mainly including speech processing, body movements,
network communication and other functions [8]. Speech processing includes speech
recognition and speech synthesis functions. The robot's body movements can be used
to assist speech synthesis to express a series of emotions. The network
communication function of the robot system can call the speech function on the server
[9]. NAO robot and server complete the main interaction function. NAO robot is
responsible for receiving and preprocessing signals and displaying the feedback
results of the system. In operation, the robot first receives the user's voice signal.
Then, the robot's own processing system converts the sound signal into the text signal,
and then calls the corresponding server interface to complete the corresponding
function. The internal system of the robot will feedback the call result from the server
to the reader through the speech synthesis function and body movement. The server
communicates with NAO robot through the interface. The server mainly performs the
speech function, and the data generated in the process of program execution is also
stored in the server database.
Speech
recognition
support

Speech processing
Speech synthesis

NAO
education
robot
system

support

support

auxiliary

Body movements

Network
communication

call

The voice function

support

The server

Fig. 1. Design framework of NAO educational robot system

2.3

Key technology of educational robot design

NAO robot: The development platform is NAO robot, which is developed by
Aldebaran Robotic company in France. Figure 2 shows its entity diagram. The robot
is 57cm high and is equipped with infrared sensor, pressure sensor and ultrasonic
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distance sensor. In addition, the head and trunk of the robot are equipped with CPU.
At the same time, two cameras and four microphones are included in the whole robot
to capture and collect relevant information of users [10]. At the same time, the NAO
robot is also equipped with multiple secondary development interfaces. Its built-in
function modules can make the robot walk and communicate in different languages.
In terms of development, the robot can support C++, Java, Python and other
mainstream development software.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of NAO robot

Operating environment: The software environment is mainly divided into NAO
robot environment and server environment. In the NAO robot environment, Python2.8
software is mainly used to process the sound signal and call the interface. In the server
environment, the core function of educational robot is realized by Java language
experiment. The server is a 6G memory computer with Window10 operating system,
and the server running program is Springboot framework [11]. NAO robot and server
communicate in the same local area network using RESTFUL interface.
2.4

Function realization of educational robot

Vocabulary function: English vocabulary is the basis of English learning, and the
amount of English vocabulary often directly affects the English level. However,
memorizing vocabulary is a learning process which is very boring and easy to forget.
In primary school English teaching, it is found that some students often lose interest
in English learning because they cannot remember the words, and even fear
difficulties and fear learning English [12]. Some students will produce the
phenomenon of inaccurate English pronunciation, which will affect the follow-up
English learning. The introduction of educational robot will solve this problem better.
Innovative teaching mode will not only improve students' interest in learning, but also
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correct students' pronunciation habits. This requires that the educational robot must
meet the function of vocabulary practice.
Figure 3 shows the vocabulary practice interactive function of the designed
educational robot. It reveals that when the program starts, the user reads the words in
front of the robot. If the machine can recognize the word, the word information will
be passed to the server. If the speech synthesis is still unable to recognize, the word
cannot be output normally. The implementation of vocabulary function needs the
MySQL database. English word data of grade 6 are input into the database to store
vocabulary information [13].
Word input

NO

Speech Recognition
YES

Word search

NO

Speech synthesis

YES

Get word information

NO

YES

Word output

Fig. 3. Vocabulary function system framework

Role play function: In the practice of English teaching, the establishment of
situational model will better promote the students to deepen the memory of relevant
knowledge points, and achieve a deeper understanding of the English language. In
traditional teaching, it is difficult to establish a good situational interaction due to the
limitation of time. The unique human-computer interaction mode of educational robot
can be used to build a good platform for interaction and communication, and establish
good interaction with students, so that students can fully understand the meaning of
the learning content in the situation [14]. In the role play function, the content in the
grade 6 textbook is used as the corpus content, and the educational robot is used as the
auxiliary teaching tool to help students fully understand the content. The dialogue
content is set in units. Different dialogue contents are set in each unit. Students and
robots play different roles to deepen the understanding of the text in role play [15].
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The main implementation path under this function is divided into five steps. The
details are as follows:
1. Users will choose what they want to learn according to the actual situation
2. The server determines the selected unit and extracts the corresponding information
3. The user selects the role according to the feedback information, and the server
randomly determines whether the information selected by the student is legal or not
4. The server will automatically allocate learning content based on the information
selected by users
5. The user and the robot start a dialogue to realize the role play function [16-18].
Free dialogue function: The function of free dialogue is mainly defined as
follows. Without the help of other people, the robot takes the students' will as the
leading factor to establish oral English learning situation and carry out appropriate
oral English dialogue. Figure 4 shows the implementation framework of free
dialogue. First, the user inputs the corresponding sound signal. The intelligent robot
system performs corresponding speech recognition operation, and converts the sound
signal into text signal. Then, the system comprehends the recognized text signals,
performs acute dialogue comprehension according to the context and historical
dialogue content, and finally performs speech synthesis to realize information output.
Information input

Sound signal

Speech recognition
understanding

Text signal

Dialogue
understanding

Result response

Speech synthesis

Information output

Fig. 4. System framework of dialog function implementation
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2.5

Teaching result detection environment of educational robot

In order to test the realization of various functions of educational robot, a set of test
environment is built. Table 1 shows the details. Among them, the CPU is Intel Core
i5-6500T, the system computer is a computer with 6GB memory and Windows 10
system, the database is MySQL 5.6, and the development tool is IntelliJ IDEA.
Table 1. System testing environment
CPU

Name

Model
Intel Core i5-6500T

RAM

System

Windows 10

Web server

Operating environment
Development tools

JDK 1.8
IntelliJ IDEA

Database
Front plug-in

2.6

Name

Model
6GB
Nginx
Windows
1.13.3
MySQL 5.6
Swagger 2.2.2

Design of robot teaching resources

Based on the NAO educational robot, a series of teaching activities are designed.
Figure 5 shows the specific process of teaching activities. Teaching activities are
mainly divided into three parts: the pre-course part, the mid-course part and the late
course part. First, at the beginning of the class, the teacher will use the educational
robot to introduce the classroom content. In class, teachers and robots establish
English learning scenarios together, and robots are used to teach vocabulary. In the
middle of class, classroom interaction, question answering and group discussion are
carried out. In the active atmosphere, students further deepen the impression of
English learning. At the end of the class, the further consolidation exercises of words
and knowledge points are carried out, and the classroom review is carried out to
further deepen the students' impression of what have learned in this section.

Pre-course

Mid-course

Late course
Word detection

Start of teaching
Class interaction

Word consolidation

Robot Guide
Answer question

Teaching review

Creation scenario
Cooperative game
Robot vocabulary
teaching

End of teaching

Fig. 5. Flow chart of curriculum design based on robot teaching resources
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3

Results and discussion

3.1

Realization of vocabulary teaching function of educational robot

Table 1 shows the interface test results of the vocabulary teaching function of the
educational robot. First, the word is input as a parameter to the relevant path input
program. When the word "book" is input, the system will automatically display the
part of speech, meaning, example sentence and unit of the word. When the input
parameter is not a word, such as the number "1", the system will automatically report
an error and report that the output word does not exist. The experimental results show
that the educational robot realizes the functions of vocabulary teaching.
Table 2. Test results of vocabulary teaching function
Input
Book

1

3.2

Parameter
Property
Interpretation
Example
Unit
Data

Output
Noun Verb
book
the author of a book on politics
3
error

Realization of role play function of educational robot

Table 3 shows the test results of role play function. When the unit information, the
role chosen by the learner and the number of conversations are input into the system,
the system interface will automatically feedback the corresponding unit number, the
language of the learner's role, the content of robot's speech and the number of
conversations in this round.
Table 3. Test results of role play function
Parameter
Input

Unit
Role
Index
Unit
Robot
Student
Index

Output

3.3

Content
1
Linda
2
1
Let’s Begin
Hi
2

Realization of free dialogue function of educational robot

The interface test of free dialogue is completed by PUT. In the interface request
path, relevant parameters are input to imitate the user's words, while the results
returned from the interface will automatically output the robot's speech content and
the state of dialogue. Table 4 shows the results.
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Table 4. Test results of free dialogue function
Parameter
Conversational

Input
Output

3.4

Content
Hello，Jane
Hi
Success

Conversational
Status

Application effect of educational robot in middle school English teaching

In order to fully understand the specific application of educational robot in
classroom, based on the completion of teaching objectives, the generation of teaching
resources, the design of teaching content, the fluency of teaching links and the
innovation of teaching process, the intelligent robot course is evaluated. The
evaluation method is questionnaire survey, and the subjects are 5 English teachers and
5 students majoring in subject education in a university. The questionnaire is scored
on a 5-point scale. The specific research contents are as follows.
Achievement of teaching objectives: The achievement of teaching objectives is
mainly divided into four evaluation indicators, namely, the clear description of key
and difficult points, the connection between teaching objectives and unit objectives,
the teaching content considering the needs of most students, and the teaching
objectives showing educational significance. The results of the questionnaire survey
show that the scores of the four indicators are 4.4, 4.6, 4.2 and 5. Among them, the
highest score is obtained in the educational significance of teaching objectives, which
proves that this teaching method embodies the teaching idea of edutainment and has
higher educational significance.

6

5

5

The average score

4.4

4.6
4.2

4

3

2

1

0
NO.1

NO.2

NO.3

NO.4

Fig. 6. Evaluation score of teaching objectives
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The generation of teaching resources: In the design of teaching content, the
problem design mainly consists of the following points: the use of resources outside
the textbook, the reasonable distribution of teaching resources, the novelty of teaching
resources and the flexibility of teaching resources. The results show that the robot
assisted teaching mode is a kind of education mode which can make full use of
external resources and has high innovation.

6

The average score

5

4.8

4.6

4.8
4.4

4

3

2

1

0
NO.1

NO.2

NO.3

NO.4

Fig. 7. Evaluation score of teaching resources generation

The design of teaching content: The evaluation indicators of teaching content
design are as follows. Teaching content can be modified timely, teaching design can
give full play to students' initiative, teaching design framework can be used for
reference, and teaching content can adapt to different teaching environments and
objects. The scores of the four indicators of teaching content evaluation are 3.8, 4.8,
4.2 and 4, respectively. The two indicators that teaching content can be modified and
adapted to different objects are relatively low, which shows that the flexibility of
teaching content is poor. As the classroom is mainly situational interaction, it is more
suitable for the teaching of lower-grade students, but not suitable for English teaching
of higher-grade students with self-control. Due to the robot teaching, the course is
relatively fixed and cannot be adjusted flexibly.
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3
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NO.4

Fig. 8. Evaluation score of teaching content design

Fluency of teaching links: The evaluation of the fluency of teaching links mainly
includes the following indicators. The teaching introduction is vivid, interesting, and
close to life, the transmission of story situation is infectious, the situation design is
interactive, the simulation experiment is intuitive and vivid, the consolidation link is
closely connected with the teaching content, the teaching link is compact and orderly,
and the situation setting is enlightening for students. In the evaluation, the scores of
the interaction situation design and the intuitive and vivid simulation experiment are
high, which further reflects the vivid and intuitive characteristics of robot assisted
teaching in teaching practice.

6

4.8
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Fig. 9. Evaluation score of fluency in teaching process
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The innovation of teaching process: The evaluation indicators of innovation in
teaching process are as follows. Teachers can mobilize the enthusiasm of students,
teaching materials are close to students' life, students have time for autonomous
learning, teachers can take into account the needs of individual students, there are
various teaching activities, and teachers can use appropriate teaching tools. In this
evaluation, the score of taking into account the needs of individual students is the
lowest, which is mainly due to the limited class hours. It is often impossible for all
students to participate in the situational dialogue activities, and the individual needs of
some students are easily ignored in group discussion.

5

5

4

4

The average score

4.8

5

4.2
3.8

3

2

1

0
NO.1
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NO.3

NO.4

NO.5
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Fig. 10.Evaluation score of innovation in teaching process

Comprehensive score: The completion of teaching objectives, the generation of
teaching resources, the design of teaching content, the fluency of teaching links and
the innovation of teaching process are integrated. The average score is as follows. The
basic score of 5 items reaches more than 4. However, the score of the design of
teaching content is the lowest, which needs to be further improved and optimized to
improve the flexibility of robot assisted teaching.
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Fig. 11.Comprehensive score of teaching situation

4

Conclusion

Based on the self-designed NAO intelligent educational robot system, a set of
intelligent robots assisted teaching curriculum is designed and used in a primary
school. Good results have been achieved in English teaching in the primary school.
The robot designed has the functions of vocabulary teaching, role play and free
dialogue, which can meet the basic teaching requirements. At the same time, the
questionnaire results of educational robot assisted teaching show that the score of the
robot assisted teaching curriculum is more than 4 points in five evaluation indicators,
including the completion of teaching objectives, the generation of teaching resources,
the design of teaching content, the fluency of teaching links and the innovation of
teaching process, which indicates that the curriculum has obvious advantages and is
better than traditional English teaching. However, the flexibility of teaching content is
not high, which needs to be further optimized and improved in the follow-up research.
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